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Introduction 
Lists of important points for taijiquan practice are one of the most common formats used to 
convey taijiquan theory. Ben Lo created his five principles; Zheng Manqing (Cheng Manching) 
recorded several different lists of important points in his writings, ranging from six points to 
twelve and more; the first school I studied at, Y.C. Chang’s school in the Bay Area, had a 
number of different lists including one with over twenty points. 
 
This list of ten points is attributed to Yang Chengfu as recorded by Chen Weiming from 
Chengfu’s spoken instruction. The ten points summarize the essential aspects of taijiquan. 
Each point consists of a short mnemonic phrase followed by a paragraph or more of 
explanation. The ten points are: 
 

1) Xu Ling Ding Jin 
2) Contain the Chest, Raise the Back 
3) Song the Yao 
4) Separate Empty and Full 
5) Sink Shoulder, Drop Elbow 
6) Use Yi, Don’t Use Li 
7) Upper and Lower Mutually Follow 
8) Inner and Outer Mutually Harmonize 
9) Mutually Linked Without Gaps 
10) Move Center, Seek Stillness 

 
The points themselves were intended to be memorized and may well have been recited or 
chanted. Ben Lo once told us a story about visiting Zheng Manqing’s Shi Zhong (Shr Jung) 
school in Taiwan and asking the students to list the ten essentials. When they couldn’t, Ben 
walked out and refused to teach them. Some of these points appear in other places in the Yang 
family writings; others are listed only here. As a group, they may have been traditional teaching 
passed down through Yang Chengfu or they may represent a synthesis created by Chengfu. 
 
This collection of “essential points” appears in Chen Weiming’s work: he attributes them to oral 
teaching by Chengfu and positions himself as simply recording Chengfu’s teaching. Chen 
Weiming did this other times, e.g. in his Da Wen  (Questions and Answers) where he records 
extensive Q&A sessions nominally between Chengfu and his students. In both cases, it seems 
likely that Chen at the very least did rework and editing of Chengfu’s lectures and probable that 
some of the content was actually created by Chen. For example, in point 6, Use Yi Not Li ,  the 
first and last parts of the discussion read much like the other commentary, quoting the classics 
and connecting the skill of using awareness instead of force to those attributes. Then, the 
commentary introduces a new metaphor of irrigation ditches and argues that the jingluo 
(acupuncture meridians) are similar to irrigation ditches. This analogy is worked in considerable 
detail and I suspect owes a lot to Chen Weiming’s hand.  
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The points themselves may have been created or assembled by Chengfu, representing a 
synthesis of family teaching and his experience. Some of them are quotes from older teaching: 
e.g. the first point, Xu Ling Ding Jin,  is a quote from the Taijiquan Jing  in the Classics. Others 
are likely oral teaching passed down in the family. And Chengfu himself may be the originator of 
some of the points. 
 
The points can be divided into two sets of five each. The first five primarily deal with a single 
practitioner and his or her body, covering the position of the head, the shape of chest and back, 
how to use the shoulders and elbows, etc. The second five are both more esoteric and discuss 
the relationships between the practitioner and the rest of the world, including opponents. Topics 
in the second set have to do with unifying the internal and external, using quiet and calm to 
control movement, etc.  
 
These points have been translated many times. They were one of the first bits of taijiquan 
literature I attempted to translate. In revisiting these points now, I’ve found myself surprised by 
the depth of allusions and references to Chinese thought and philosophy in Chengfu’s 
discussion. And I’ve found myself revisiting parts of my practice based on the points and my 
gradually increasing understanding of them. 
 
 I offer this new translation not because I think the existing translations are in any way faulty, but 
in an attempt to expose the core jargon and terminology used in taijiquan theory and to explore 
some of the connections to the Taijiquan Classics and other Yang family writings. I hope my 
fellow practitioners find this helpful. 
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一。虚灵顶劲 
1: Xu Ling Ding Jin 
 
顶劲者， 
头容正直， 
神贯于顶也。 
Ding jin (jin  at the crown of the head) means 
The head’s bearing is upright and vertical 
And the shen  is threaded up to the crown. 
 
不可用力， 
用力则项强， 
气血不能流通， 
须有虚灵自然之意。 
You must not use force (apply li) . 
If you use force, then the back of the neck will be stiff 
And the q i and blood will not be able to circulate. 
You must have an yi  of xuling  and natural ease (ziran). 
 
非有虚灵顶劲， 
则精神不能提起也。 
If you don’t have xu ling ding jin , 
then you can’t raise the spirit of vitality (jingshen). 
 

Discussion 
The phrase xu ling ding jin  serves as a perfect example of the difficulties of translating these 
kinds of taijiquan writings into English. Four character sayings such as this one are a common 
format to express Chinese thought, notably in the form of chengyu  or classical idioms. 
Understanding a chengyu  requires not just understanding the words in the idiom but also 
understanding the cultural background and references of the idiom. Xu ling ding jin  is not a 
classical chengyu  but is structured and positioned as though it were one. 
 
Translating literally, xu ling ding jin  doesn’t actually make sense: “insubstantial numinous 
headtop power” is not something that rolls right off the tongue or conveys a precise meaning. 
 
Xu ling ding jin  is a quote from the Taijiquan Lun , the treatise attributed to Wang Zongyue, the 
legendary “creator” of taijiquan, and most likely written by one of the Wu brothers in the early 
1800s. The Wu brothers had a complicated relationship with Yang Luchan, founder of 
yang-style taijiquan, alternately being his patrons and students, only to ultimately sideline him in 
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their versions of the Classics, only once mentioning “a certain Yang”. As is typical for Chinese 
literati, any texts they may have produced are attributed to ancient authorities. 
 
The appearance of quotes like xu ling ding jin  in Chengfu’s essential points and commentary 
touches on the unclear provenance and history of yang taijiquan. Yang Luchan is said to have 
learned his art in Chen village. However, current day practices of yang-style taijiquan and 
chen-style boxing are very different. Yang Luchan may have been a great originator and 
synthesizer, he may have learned a somewhat different art in Chen village than what was later 
developed into modern-day chen-style, or he may have learned elsewhere. The Wu brothers 
appear to have created or recorded the texts now known as the Tajiquan Classics, presumably 
based on the teaching they received from Yang Luchan. Given their later distancing from Yang 
Luchan, it’s interesting to find their writing referenced and repeated by Yang Chengfu. Was 
Chengfu repeating family teaching that was passed down from his grandfather and just 
recorded by the Wu’s? Was he referencing the classics the Wu’s recorded or created despite 
the lack of respect they showed in calling his grandfather merely “a certain Yang”?  
 
To understand xu ling ding jin , we can approach the saying character by character: xu  虚 is 
empty, vacuous, or insubstantial. It carries references to Daoist notions of foundational reality 
prior to manifestation. (See discussion below in point 4 Separate Empty and Full for more on xu  
and shi .) Ling  灵 is numinous, clever, mysterious, spirit, and fairy. Ding  顶 is the crown or top of 
the head. And jin  劲 is the internal, refined power that distinguishes taijiquan from external 
martial arts. Hence a possible reading of “insubstantial numinous headtop power”. 
 
To complicate the situation, there’s textual variation in this phrase in Chinese sources of the 
Taijiquan Lun . Sometimes, in place of ling  灵, sources have ling  领, lead/draw/neck/collar. Note 
that this variation only appears in the Lun ; all the versions of Chengfu’s Ten Essentials  that I’m 
aware of use the first ling  (numinous). I suspect that, considering the prominence of the phrase 
xu ling  in other sources, that this variation represents a textual corruption. Nonetheless, the 
second version of ling  suggests translations like  “empty neck, headtop energy” or 
“insubstantiality leading the jin  to the headtop”. 
 
Louis Swaim has a lengthy investigation of this phrase in his translation of the Taijiquan 
Classics and I’m indebted to him for starting my explorations. Swaim catalogs a wide range of 
translations of this phrase. I’ve included a few more from other sources. Translations include: 
 

● Effortlessly, the ch’in  (jin ) reaches the headtop (Ben Lo and collaborators) 
● An intangible and lively energy lifts the crown of the head (Louis Swaim) 
● The spirit of vitality reaches to the top of the head (Robert Smith) 
● The energy at the top of the head should be light and sensitive (Doug Wile) 
● Open the energy at the crown of the head (also Doug Wile) 
● Empty dexterity’s top energy (Guttmann) 
● The spirit, or shen , reaches to the top of the head (Jou Tsung Hwa) 
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● The spine and head are held straight by strength, which is guided by the mind (T. Y. 
Pang) 

● Empty, lively, head-top jin  (Barbara Davis) 
● The mind should be light and spacious, having the quality of perpetual alertness so that 

the spirit will rise and the inner energy emanate through the top of the head. (Wolfe 
Lowenthal) 

● Empty, lively, pushing up, and energetic (Jerry Karin) 
● Empty Neck; Raise Spirit (Sam Masich) 
● Insubstantial Jin  to lead the Crown Upward (Yang Jwing-Ming)  

 
Note that a number of these translations substitute shen , spirit, for ling.  Several attempt to read 
ling  in both senses, picking up the notion of mental agility and liveliness along with the idea of 
leading or lifting. Some basically rewrite the saying attempting to interpret and explain it, often 
including notions from the subsequent commentary and embedding them in the point itself. 
 
I’ve chosen to just leave the phrase untranslated and instead investigate the terms in it. These 
terms expose a rich context of philosophical and theoretical ideas with specific implications for 
practice. 
 
In the Taijiquan Lun  (the Taijiquan Treatise), the phrase appears as part of a sequence of 
instructions:  

虚領頂劤。氣沈丹田。 
Xu ling ding jin.  Qi sinks to dantian .  
 

These two phrases establish a directional pair of opposites: something reaching up to the 
headtop, qi  sinking to the dantian . This pair of instructions is followed by 

不偏不倚。忽隱忽現 
Not leaning, not inclining; suddenly hidden, suddenly appearing. 
 

As a whole, these instructions can be interpreted to describe both a vertical axis (xu ling  up, qi 
sinking down) and horizontal axes (leaning may reference tilt side-to-side while inclining 
references tilt forward or back). The result of following these directions is the skill to “suddenly 
appear and suddenly disappear”. 
 
Ling  is a term with layers of rich meaning in taijiquan theory and in Chinese philosophy and 
religion.  In taijiquan theory, it is often paired with lightness, 轻 qing  in qing ling.  For example, 
this pair appears in the opening line of the Taijiquan Jing  attributed to Zhang Sanfeng: 

一舉動周身俱要輕靈,  
尤須貫串 
In every motion, the entire body must be qing ling  (light and agile) 
And most importantly, strung together. 
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I’ve been taught that in qing ling , qing  refers to lightness and agility of the body and ling  refers to 
lightness and agility of the mind. 
 
In casual language, ling  can mean clever, marvelous or skillful. It also references spirits, ghosts, 
or souls and in Chinese Buddhist texts is used to represent the sanskrit term preta  (Muller, 
DDB). In folk religion, ling  can be fairies or wood spirits.  
 
In Daoism, ling  represents the domain of the numinous. One of the early branches of Daoism 
was Lingbao , Numinous Treasure. Bao  are tangible objects such as swords and jade 
medallions into which divine energy has poured. In ancient eras, possession of such treasures 
was a symbol for a ruler of enjoying the Mandate of Heaven. Miller describes Lingbao  as: 
 

On a cosmic level, ling  and bao  typified Heaven and Earth, respectively, whose union 
was essential for human life. In some instances, human beings themselves could 
become a receptacle for the deity. In the Chuci  (Songs of Chu), for example, the term 
lingbao  was the name of a  priestess under divine possession. Sorcerers who worked 
with court exorcists to banish demons and spirits were similarly referred to as lingbao . In 
funerary rites, the representative of the dead was the bao  or receptacle into which the 
spirit (ling, hun, or shen)  of the deceased descended for the ritual. 
(ET, pp 661 ff) 

 
The phrase xu ling  also appears in Neo-Confucian sources. The Neo-Confucians revitalized and 
re-interpreted confucian teachings in the 11th and 12th century, and their work formed the basis 
for official Chinese thinking and governance until the end of the Imperial Era. Leading scholar 
Zhu Xi (1130 - 1200) produced the accepted editions of the works of Confucius and promoted 
Da Xue  (the Great Learning) and Zhongyong  (the Doctrine of the Mean, more literally translated 
as the Application of the Center) from being merely texts collected in the Liji  (Book of Rites) to 
their position as two of the four central Confucian texts. These texts, in the Neo-Confucian 
interpretation, became the foundation for scholarly education such as that received by the Wu 
brothers, the likely authors or at least editors of the Taijiquan Classics. 
 
The importance given to xu ling  in Neo-Confucian writing is why I believe the alternate version 
using ling  领 (lead, draw, neck, collar) is a textual corruption. Wu was almost certainly 
referencing Neo-Confucian thought in the phrase xu ling ding jin  and would not have mistaken 
one ling  for the other. 
 
Joseph Adler traces xu ling , as part of the phrase xuling zhijue  虚灵知覺, to the idea that the 
highest forms of qi  have an innate capacity for pure, undistorted awareness and that our 
consciousness, especially when operating according to the natural order or moral patterns of 
the universe, derives from the unconditioned awareness that is a natural property of refined qi . 
Adler quotes Huang Gan, student of Xhu Zi, saying:  
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Human biology [lit. human life] is simply jing  (vital essence) and qi . What constitutes hair, 
bones, flesh and blood is jing . What constitutes breath, cold, and warmth is qi . But 
humans are the most numinous (ling ) of the myriad things; they are not trees and rocks. 
Therefore their jing  and their qi  are full of spirit (shen ).  
 
The Yijing  [I Ching ] says, "Jing  and qi  constitute things." "Jing " means vital essence and 
blood; "qi " means warmth and vapor.... Vital essence and blood, warmth and vapor each 
have pure, numinous awareness (xuling zhijue ) within them.  

 
Adler goes on to add: “”Pure, numinous awareness" (xuling zhijue ) is thus characteristic of qi 
itself, at least in its finer phases, and is inherently moral.” And finally, Adler quotes Xhu Zi’s 
commentary on the Zhongyong  distinguishing a small mind, the “human mind”, from a larger 
intrinsic mind “the moral mind”, while also claiming no distinction at a fundamental, pure level: 
 

Pure, numinous awareness (xuling zhijue , or the fundamental consciousness underlying 
all mind) is simply one. Yet there is a difference between the human mind and the moral 
mind: the one arises from the selfishness of tangible qi , and the other originates in the 
correctness of human nature's endowment… No person lacks this tangible form, so no 
matter how wise they are, no one can be without the human mind. And no person lacks 
this human nature, so no matter how dull they are, no one can be without the moral 
mind… 
 
"Refinement" means to reflect on the difference between the two and not to confuse 
them. "Singlemindedness" means to protect the correctness of the original mind and not 
to depart from it. If one manages one's affairs like this, without the briefest interruption, 
this will certainly cause the moral mind always to be the master of the self, and the 
human mind always to hear the decree from it [i.e. to do what is right]. 

 
Finally, xuling  appears several times in the text attributed to Yang Banhou , Taiji Fa Shuo 1

(Explanation of Taiji  Theory), also known as “the 40 Chapters”.  This text also shows a fairly 
remarkable mixture of practical martial arts instruction, daoist internal alchemy, and 
neo-confucian thought.  
 
The term xuling  first appears Chapter 17, Explanation of the Reverse Path in Taiji . The reverse 
path (diandao ) is a clear reference to internal alchemy and the process of reversing the water 
course to refine energy and return to original purity by enabling a process of internal refinement 
that proceeds up the back and down the front. Activating this reverse path is sometimes called 
“the microcosmic circulation”. The path up the spine is known as the “fire path” and the path 
down the front is called “the water path”. (For more discussion, see my translation of Zheng 
Manqing’s Treatise Eleven .) 
 

1 Banhou was Chengfu’s uncle and the oldest of Yang Luchan’s sons. 

 

http://www.rockymountaintaichi.com/zheng-manqing-13-treatises
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This chapter begins with a list of oppositional pairs illustrating yin yang polarity and then makes 
the reference to the alchemical nature of the reverse path clear in the first line of the 
commentary, saying: 

盖顛倒之理水火二字 
The principle of the excellent reverse path lies in the two words water and fire. 
 

The text then describes the benefits of using yin-yang  to align with Heaven and Earth. As a 
result of forming a triple unity involving a person and Heaven and Earth,  

人身生成一小天地者 
天也性也地也命也 
人也虛靈也神也 
The person’s body produces a small heaven-earth (the microcosmic circulation) 
Such a person has a nature that embodies Heaven,  
a life that embodies Earth, 
And a spirit (shen ) that embodies xuling. 

 
In Chapter 22, Explanation of Taiji Lightness (Qing) and Heaviness, Floating and Sinking , after 
describing the benefits and perils of various combinations of single and double lightness, 
heaviness, floating, and sinking (e.g., the disease of double weighting), the text continues: 

虛靈不昧 
能致於外氣之清明 
流行乎肢軆也 
If your consciousness is pure, numinous, and not obscured 
(literally: if xuling  not obscure/hidden) 
Then you can cause the wei-qi  (external qi that flows protectively on the surface of the 
body) to become clear and bright, 
And circulate throughout the body (through all of the limbs and torso). 
 

Finally, in a text attached as a supplement or appendix titled Zhang Sanfeng’s Legacy , we find 2

a poem made up of six lines, each of five characters, attributed to Zhang Sanfeng, again clearly 
alluding to internal alchemy practices: 

延年藥在身 
元善從復始 
虛靈能德明 
理令氣形具 
萬載咏長春 
心兮誠真跡 
The medicine (yao ) for extending life is located in the body 
Original excellence results from returning to the primordial origin 
Xuling  enables de ming  (bright virtue) 

2 Wile counts this as the 38th chapter in the 40 chapters. The original manuscript, scanned by Brennan, 
shows it as the 6th supplement. 
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The natural law causes the qi  and body to become your tool 
Chant “eternal spring” ten thousand times 
Then the xin  will become sincere (cheng ) and authentic! 
 

With all that, I find it impossible to provide a simple translation for xu ling ding jin , but it’s clearly 
important to arrange the energy and power to create a condition at the crown that is 
insubstantial, not solid, expresses spiritual energy and numinosity, and enables a clarity of 
consciousness. 

 
Additional Notes 
 

● “Spirit ( shen) is threaded to the crown” and “raise the spirit of vitality ( jing shen)”: Shen 
spirit is distinguished from ling,  sometimes also translated as spirit. Some of the 
translations for xu ling ding jin  listed at the beginning appear to interpret based on the 
text and substiute shen  and jingshen  in the translated text. Jingshen  which I tend to 
translate as a compound “spirit of vitality” could also be translated separately as “vital 
essence” and “spirit”.  In internal alchemy theory,  jing   is one of the three essences that 
practice refines: jing  into qi  into shen.  

● “Must have the  yi of  xuling and  ziran”:  we’ve discussed xuling  in detail. Ziran  is a daoist 
term for acting with natural ease in alignment with the Dao, “going with the flow”. 
Literally, ziran  is “self thus-ness” or “self-correctness”. 
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二。含胸拔背  
2: Contain the chest, raise the back 
含胸者，胸略内涵， 
使气沉丹田也。 
Contain the chest means to very slightly hold the chest in. 
This enables the qi  to sink to the dantian .  
 
胸忌挺出， 
挺出则气拥胸际， 
上重下轻， 
脚跟易于浮起。 
Avoid sticking the chest out stiffly.  
If you stick the chest out, then the qi  will be held in the chest. 
You’ll be heavy above and light below,  
And your heels will be easy to float. 
 
拔背者，气贴于背也， 
能含胸则自能拔背， 
能拔背则能力由脊发， 
所向无敌也。 
Raise the back means the qi  sticks to the back. 
With the skill of “contain the chest”, you will naturally get the skill of “raise the back”. 
With the skill of “raise the back”, you will get the skill of fa  (issuing) from the spine. 
Then you will always be victorious. (every place, no opponents). 
 

Discussion 
The next several points reference concrete details of body position and usage. The recorded 
commentary for each is relatively straightforward, in contrast to the more esoteric points in the 
second set of five. 
 
This particular directive is the subject of ongoing dispute between practitioners: some interpret 
containing the chest and raising the back to mean that the chest is drastically sunken and the 
back curved over. For example, there’s a famous video of Yang Chengfu’s eldest son, Yang 
Shouzhong (Yang Sau Chung in cantonese) showing him doing the form almost hunched over. 
Others understand this point to indicate a much more subtle holding or gathering of the chest 
with a resulting raise without curving of the back. We’ve been taught only to let the chest hang 
and that the raising of the back is a result of that hanging rather than something one should try 
to do. In order to raise the the back and allow the qi  and yi  to thread from base of spine to crown 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Bze07WyY0C0
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of head, the Three Gates in the back (weilu  or base of spine, jiaji  between the shoulder blades, 
and yuchen  or jade pillow in the neck) need to be opened. 
 
Somewhat surprisingly, Chengfu’s Ten Essentials does not include the directive to “sink the qi  to 
the dantian ”. This point however talks about the importance of containing the chest in order to 
sink the qi  and how any stiffness, holding, or protrusion of the chest will keep the qi  from 
sinking. 
 
At the end of this section, Chengfu uses the classic Chinese syllogism format: From A, B. From 
B, C, From C, D. And so forth. This format appears extensively in neo-confucian writings and is 
present in a number of the received oral formulas. In this case, the syllogism explains contain 
the chest, raise the back, and fajin  skill: From contain the chest, you get raise the back. From 
raise the back, you get fajin  skill. With fajin  skill, you will always be victorious. 
 
These syllogisms are intended to be interpreted both forward and backward. Walking the chain 
forward, the syllogism presents an order for progress and development: first work on contain the 
chest. This will enable work on raise the back. And finally, you can work on issuing from the 
spine, which will make you always victorious. Equally important is to work the chain backwards: 
if you’re not victorious, it must be because you lack skill in issuing (fa ). If you can’t issue, it’s 
because you’re not raising the back. If you can’t raise the back, it’s because you’re not 
containing the chest. So, start by containing the chest. 
 
Specific Notes: 
 

● contain the chest ( 含胸): 含 (han)  is often translated “sink” (sink the chest, pluck up the 
back). But, it means contain, hold in your mouth (like a lozenge or cough drop), nurse, or 
cherish. A story I like is of a teacher explaining “contain the chest” (han xiong ) by taking 
a big swallow of water, enough to puff out his cheeks, and then bending over and 
shaking the water back and forth in his mouth. 

● raise the back ( 拔背): 拔 (ba)  means raising or lifting. It’s used in phrases such as “pull 
up weeds”, “pull out (extract) a tooth”, “draw a sword” and “draw smoke up a chimney”. It 
implies a directed lifting or raising. (Note: my original Chinese copy of this text has a 
consistent typo, substituting 拨 (bo or adjust/poke/direct ) for 拔 (ba) . I’ve fixed the text 
here.) 

● “Heavy above, light below”:  heavy and light are zhong  and qing , a classic oppositional 
pair. Double heavy 雙重 shuang zhong  is also often referred to as “double weighting” 
and refers to a stagnation and inability to move caused by using weight or force in two 
places inappropriately. A common example is using weighted force in both legs. Qing  is 
our old friend from qing ling . 
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三。松腰  
3: Song  the Yao 
腰为一身之主宰， 
能松腰然后两足有力， 
下盘稳固； 
The yao  acts as the ruler of the whole body. 
With the skill of song yao , then both legs are powerful, 
and the lower base is stable. 
 
虚实变化皆由腰转动， 
故曰：‘命意源头在腰际， 
’由不得力必于腰腿求之也。  
The transformations of empty and full all result from the turning of the yao . 
Hence, we have the sayings: “the source of meaning is located in the yao ” 
And “unable to generate force, look to the yao  and legs.” 
 

Discussion 
The yao  is one of the critical parts of the body for taijiquan. Yao  is commonly translated as 
“waist” which can be confusing since we tend to think of the waist as being located on the front 
and sides of the torso, near the hips or somewhat above them. Yao  refers specifically to the 
lower back (e.g. kidney area) and the area where the spine meets the pelvis; it can generally 
reference the entire lower back, “waist” area of the torso, and pelvis; it sometimes includes the 
lower back and the hip joints (kua ). The yao  includes several key energetic points, including the 
dantian  located below the belly button and close to the center of the body and the ming men , or 
gate of life/destiny, located at the apex of the lowest curve in the spine. In class, I usually just 
say “waist” or “yao” and then use my hands to point to the lower back. 
 
Song  is typically translated as “relax”. It means to relax, loosen, or let go.  Zheng Manqing 
relates  that Yang Chengfu told him many times a day to relax and that without this Zheng 3

would not have achieved skill:  
Every day at least 10 times, my Master would tell me, emphasizing his words, “Must 
song ! Must song ! Must song  completely! You must loosen and open (songkai ) the entire 
body!” 
As always, I could not relax. Whenever he saw that, he would  say ““Not song ! Not song ! 
Not being song  makes you present your structure asking for a beating!” 

 

3 Zheng describes this in his notes on the “oral secret” of Song  or relax, contained in his 13 Treatises. 

 

http://www.rockymountaintaichi.com/zheng-manqing-13-treatises
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The commentary on this point is full of allusions to the Taijiquan Classics. Interestingly, given it’s 
primary role in current Taijiquan theory, song  is mentioned only a few times in the Classics. It 
appears twice in the Mental Elucidation  (“relax the abdomen, the qi  can enter the bones” and 
“Seeming song , not song;  About to expand, not expanding; the jin  is broken but the yi  is not”) 
and once in the Thirteen Postures Song  (“At every moment, keep the yi  in the yao ; the belly is 
relaxed, the qi  soars; the weilu  (base of spine) is vertical and the spirit connects to the head-top; 
the whole body is qing ling , the head-top is suspended.”). (Davis, translations slightly edited.)  
 
The yao,  on the other hand, is the subject of much discussion in the Classics. 
 
The first line in Chengfu’s commentary, “the yao  acts as the ruler of the whole body” references 
the famous line from the Taijiquan Jing , attributed to Zhang Sanfeng: 

其根在脚，發于腿，主宰于腰，形于手指 
Its root is in the feet, issuing (fa ) in the legs, directing/ruling by the yao , expression in the 
fingers 
 

The same verb 主宰 zhuzai  is used in both. As a noun, zhuzai  refers to a ruler or sovereign. As 
a verb, it means to rule, govern, dictate, determine the destiny of, and control. 
 
The commentary ends with two further references to the Classics. The first quote, “the source of 
meaning is located in the yao ” is the second line from the Thirteen Postures Song , which opens: 

十三總勢莫輕視。 
命意源頭在腰隙。 
The Thirteen Postures (i.e. taijiquan ) should not be taken lightly; 
The source of meaning is located in the yao . 

 
In this quote, I’ve translated mingyi  as “meaning”. As a compound, mingyi  is meaning, purpose, 
and reason for doing something. We could also treat the words separately and translate as “The 
source of life/fate (ming ) and awareness (yi ) is located in the yao ”. In choosing “meaning”, I’m 
thinking of personal instruction from Maggie Newman about the importance of avoiding “empty 
gestures”: movement that is governed from the outside and performed in a rote manner, rather 
than imbuing each movement with meaning. In working to consider the Thirteen Postures 
deeply and conscientiously, we need to distinguish the different “postures” (shi ).  Rather than 
making “empty gestures” where there is no internal difference between a shape resembling 
wardoff and one resembling push, we need to use the waist to make each gesture significant 
and to recognize the intrinsic distinctions in the eight hands and the five steps. 
 
The second quote, “unable to generate force, look to the yao  and legs” is almost a quote from 
the Taijiquan Jing . The actual quote is another example of a Chinese syllogism, showing us how 
to achieve the advantage (by being present in the moment and catching opportunity as it 
appears) and then describing the source of error if unable to achieve the advantage. (In this 
quote, all of “gain”, “attain”, and “achieve” are the same chinese word 得 de  which implies a 
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significant level of accomplishment or embodiment for a skill or goal, beyond just simple 
possession.) 

由脚而腿而腰，總須完整一氣 
向前退後，乃能得機得勢 
有不得機得勢處 
身便散亂 
其病必於腰腿求之 
From the feet to the legs and then the yao,  there must always be one unified qi . 
Then stepping forward or back, you gain the opportunity and attain the advantage.  
Not gaining the opportunity and gaining the advantage, 
The body becomes disordered. 
Seek the error in the yao  and legs. 
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四，分虚实  
4: Separate Empty and Full 
太极拳术难如虚实为第一要义， 
Empty and Full is the primary essential in the art of taijiquan . 
 
如全身皆坐在右腿， 
则右腿为实， 
左腿为虚； 
If the whole body completely rests on the right leg, 
then the right leg is full 
and the left leg is empty. 
 
全身皆坐在左腿， 
则左腿为实， 
右腿为虚。 
If the whole body completely rests on the left leg, 
then the left leg is full 
and the right leg is empty. 
 
虚实能分， 
而后转动轻灵， 
毫不费力； 
With the skill of separating empty and full, 
then your turning will be light and agile (qing ling) 
without the least bit of straining or force. 
 
如不能分， 
则迈步重滞， 
自立不稳,  
而易为人所牵动。 
Without the skill of separating, 
then your stepping will be heavy and stagnant, 
your stance will be unstable 
and your actions will be easily influenced (qian). 

Discussion 
The commentary on this point begins “Empty and Full is the primary essential in the art of 
taijiquan ”. The name of the art is sometimes translated poorly as “Supreme Ultimate Boxing” or 
the like. This translation results from a character by character translation: 
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● Tai  太 is great or biggest. It’s used in names of deities such as Taiyi  太一, the Great One 
or Supreme Unity. Hence the use of Supreme in translating the name of the art. 

● Ji  極 originally showed the roofbeam of a house, which separates the two sides of the 
roof and ran the extent of the house from one extreme to the other. It’s used to describe 
magnetic poles, or the poles of the earth. And it means extreme, utmost, apex, and 
ultimate. So, some have picked Ultimate to use in translating the name of the art. 

● Quan  拳 literally is a fist or punch. And as category, represents any martial art. 
Putting these together, we get Supreme Ultimate Fist! Which does sound pretty awesome. 
 
In actuality, the name means the Martial Art of Taiji . Taiji  references the unity of opposites, often 
shown in the familiar Taiji  Diagram (taijitu  or yin-yang  diagram). The logo for our school, Rocky 
Mountain Tai Chi Chuan, shows the mountains and the big dipper in a modern rendition of the 
taiji  diagram: 

 
Given that the diagram shows a unified pair of polar opposites, Taijiquan is the martial art built 
around unification of opposites, and Empty and Full are an archetypal pair of such opposites, 
Chengfu’s initial statement simply affirms the name of the art and directs us to pay special 
attention to the pair Empty and Full.  
 
It appears that the name taiji  was attached to our art in the 1800s after the yang-style founder, 
Yang Luchan, came to Beijing. It’s reported that Luchan referred to his art as “soft boxing” or 
“cotton boxing” (rouquan  and mainquan ). Swaim translates a passage from a book by 
Chengfu’s grandson Yang Zhenji describing how the name taijiquan  was attached to Yang 
Luchan’s art: 

 
After my great grandfather [Yang Luchan] was forty years old, he received someone’s 
recommendation to go to Beijing and teach boxing. During this period of time in the 
capital he was unbeatable wherever he went , and a great clamor of fame followed, so 
that he came to be nicknamed “Yang the Invincible” (Yang Wudi ). The teacher of the 
Guangxu Emperor [reign, 1875-1908], the learned scholar Weng Tonghe [1830-1904], 
witnessed Yang win in a martial competition, and afterward said these words of praise: 
“Marvelously quick in advance and retreat, unfathomable in emptying and filling, body 
like a nimble monkey, hands like moving spheres, as one body with the primordial taiji 
(taiji zhi hunyuan yiti ).”  
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Then he personally wrote this couplet, presenting it [that is, a calligraphic scroll] as a gift 
to Yang: 
 

Hands carrying taiji  contain the entire world.  
Heart-held consummate skill quells a gathering of heroes. 
(shou peng taiji sai huanyu / xiong huai jue ji ya qun ying ) 

 
After this, the art became known as Taijiquan . 
 
The taiji  diagram itself is another product of the Neo-Confucians, borrowing and appropriating 
earlier Daoist images. Taiji  and yin-yang  polarity has a long history, dating back to the times of 
Laozi and Confucius. In Daoist thought, key concepts are wuji , or no-extreme, taiji  or balanced 
non-duality, and liangyi  or manifest duality.  Wuji  represents a state of chaos before emergence 
of the yin-yang  poles: it is often shown as an empty or gray circle. Taiji  represents the state of 
balanced non-duality: the two poles are present but inseparable. Liangyi  is the state where yin 
and yang are considered independently. 
 
Zhu Xi, the Neo-Confucian scholar mentioned above, promoted Zhou Dunyi’s discussion of the 
taiji  diagram to be part of the official Confucian worldview in the 1100s. At that time, our familiar 
diagram was not yet used to represent taiji . Zhou instead used an older version that showed 
wuji, taiji,  and the five phases: 
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Zhou Dunyi’s Taiji  Diagram 

 
In this diagram the upper empty circle represents wuji ; the next circle down with yin  and yang 
balanced and the interlocking white and black segments represents taiji;  the five phases emerge 
from taiji;  and the manifest world with yin  and yang  or the Qian  (Creative) and Kun  (Receptive) 
separate as liangyi  is illustrated at the bottom. 
 
Adler quotes Zhu Xi defining taiji  as: 

Taiji  is simply the extreme utmost (jizhi  極至) but it has no location. It is the highest, the 
most mysterious, the most essential, the most spiritual, but has no location. 

 
Adler goes on to caution us against perceiving the Ultimate in linear terms. Rather 

[T]he governing image was that of yin-yang circulation or complementarity... to ignore 
the nonlinear aspect of the “ridgepole” image obscures the fact that the farthest point is 
also the center  of a circulating pattern. The farthest point is not the last stop on a 
one-way line; it is one extreme of bi-polar pattern or process of alternation. 
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Adler then quotes Yang Shi, a fellow student with Zhu Xi of their teacher Cheng Yi: 
Centrality (中 zhong ) is the utmost extreme (至極 zhiji ) of the Dao. Therefore centrality is 
called 極 ji . The ridgepole of a house is also called ji , because it is both the center and 
the highest part. 

 
Our version of the taiji  diagram is relatively recent, dating to perhaps the 1800s. In the Ming 
dynasty, Zhou’s diagram evolved into a diagram with swirling spirals. This is a version attributed 
to Zhao Huiqian in the late 1300s showing the evolution into our familiar diagram: 

 
 
In thinking about the yin-yang  model of balanced polarity, I find Roger Ames’s notion of the field 
generated by the poles very useful. Often, we think of yin  and yang  as opposites and try to 
classify all phenomena as being instances of one or the other pole. When we were first 
introduced to yin-yang,  we saw large lists of items divided into yin-yang,  e.g. foods where ice 
cream is yin, hot peppers are yang.  
 
Ames suggest that, instead of lists describing one category and the other, we think of yin-yang 
as two poles that define a field between them. Most phenomena are not at one pole or the 
other, rather occur somewhere in the field generated by the poles. He relates this to the 
Chinese notion that the imperial state represents a model for the universe: the Emperor is at 
one pole, a foreign ruler at another. Every person relates primarily to one ruler or the other: 
people in the Chinese state relate to the Emperor, people outside the state relate to the foreign 
ruler. Only the Emperor is actually at the primary pole: everyone else is some distance away 
from it. Some people are very close to the border (the curvy line through the taiji  diagram); 
others are in the imperial court and very close to the pole. People on either side of the border 
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may actually be much closer to each other and thus share many characteristics, but they each 
relate to their ruling sovereign. You’re either inside the Great Wall and thus Chinese, or you’re 
outside the wall and thus a foreigner.  And of course, with time, borders shift. And a place that 
once was inside the border can now be outside the border with no change in location. 
 
I’ve found this really useful in understanding the role of polar opposites such as Empty and Full 
in our practice. Ben Lo includes Separate Empty and Full (he often also said “Separate Yin and 
Yang” or simply “Separate the Weight”) as the second of his five principles. In personal 
teaching, Ben told us 

Separate Empty and Full means 
1) Separate the weight 
2) Separate the muscle 
3) Separate the mind (yi ) 

 
Separation of weight is straightforward in 100% postures: the weight is completely separated. 
But, what other postures and transitions? Is separation of weight violated by a 70/30 bow 
stance? Is it violated at the necessary moment in a transition when the weight is physically 
equal between the two feet? Is it violated in the opening and closing postures of the form when 
the weight is shared between the feet?  
 
Ames’s model of the field gives us an answer: even as physical weight is distributed between 
the two legs, each leg owes allegiance to only one pole of Empty/Full, and the two legs are 
associated with different poles. To have one leg straddling the line between Empty and Full or to 
have both legs on the same side, e.g. both Full, would be to violate Separation of Empty and 
Full.  
 
Note, this does not mean that students can skip rigorous practice of separating the weight. 
While the weight may be just the first step in developing separation of empty and full, skipping 
that step means the student will never reach more advanced levels of separation. So, it’s 
important to do that bitter work of floating the empty foot and truly separating the weight. 
 
In Zheng Manqing’s discussion of Separate Empty and Full (see Zheng’s 13’th Treatise), he 
introduces the notion of what we often call “cross-balance” (some refer to it as 
“cross-substantiality”), saying  

以右手与左脚相贯一线之劲 
右脚与左手亦然。 
如右手左脚实。 则右脚左手虚。 反是。 
则亦然是为分清。 
According to this, the right hand and left foot are mutually threaded by jin forming one 
unified stream.  
The right foot and left hand are just the same. 
If the right hand and left foot are full, then the right foot and left hand are empty, and vice 
versa. 

 

http://www.rockymountaintaichi.com/zheng-manqing-13-treatises
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This is the true meaning of “separating clearly”. 
 
The Taijiquan Jing  includes the same directive to Separate Empty and Full saying 

虛實宜分淸楚 
一處有一處虛實 
處處總此一虛實 
Separate Empty and Full clearly. 
Each point in the body has empty and full 
Every point must always have this same empty and full. 

 
Davis translates Chen Weiming’s commentary on these lines: 

In practice of the solo postures, one must carefully distinguish empty and full. When 
doing push hands with an opponent, one must also carefully distinguish empty and full. 
Although one must distinguish these clearly, however, one must also thoroughly 
examine the opponent’s intention and then decide what to do. The opponent is full, I am 
empty; he is empty, I am full. The full suddenly changes to empty; the empty suddenly 
changes to full.  

 
In this context, it’s worth looking more deeply into xu  and shi .  
 
Shi,  Full, is 实 in modern simplified script or 實 in traditional script. The traditional character 
shows a string of money hung under a roof. It thus has meanings of solidness, wealth, real, 
substantiality, etc. 
 
Xu,  Empty is 虚 in both modern and traditional scripts. It shows a tiger on a hill. I like to visualize 
the tiger overlooking a village that is suddenly “empty” as everyone runs inside upon seeing the 
tiger. It’s a moment of aching potential: life and death about to play out despite the apparent 
emptiness. In common usage, xu  means empty, false, and vacuous. 
 
Xu  is a daoist term of art, representing both primordial purity that is gradually worn down in the 
course of life and the goal of internal alchemy practices as raw animal vitality (jing ) is refined 
into internal energy (qi ) which, in turn, is refined into spirit (shen ) and finally returned to that 
state of primordial purity (xu ). Some schools use kong , emptiness, for this state; others use xu . 
 
In personal instruction, we’ve been taught that the goal of yang-style taijiquan is “to make the 
insubstantial substantial” or to manifest emptiness, xu , into reality, shi . 
 
As a balanced non-dual pair, xu  and shi  stand for all the various yin-yang  pairs: potential and 
actual, heavy and light (zhong  and qing ), internal and external, active and still (dong  and jing ). 
Separating Empty and Full is the process of clarifying and refining the chaos of wuji  to produce 
the balanced non-duality of taiji . 
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Given all this, I find it a little surprising that in Chengfu’s commentary, he references only 
separating the weight, defining empty and full purely on the basis of weight in the legs. This 
commentary is positioned as lecturing to his disciples and it’s interesting that he touches only on 
the most basic level of separation of empty and full. Perhaps he had given extensive instruction 
previously and felt he only needed to summarize. Perhaps as Chen Weiming made this 
teaching public and published it, he decided to simplify and only expose the underpinnings and 
purely physical foundation of the principle.  
 
I also think the wording of this point and its position in the list suggest that the list of 10 
Essentials really does come from Yang Chengfu, rather than being edited or assembled by 
Chen Weiming and simple attributed to his teacher.  Seven out of ten of the Essentials fit the 
classic 4-character format for such formulas. The three that don’t fit are this point (3 characters), 
Song Yao (2 characters) and Use Yi, Don’t Use Li (5 characters). I would expect a scholar 
constructing such a list to make sure all the points fit the 4 character format. It would be easy 
enough to do: Use Yi, Don’t Use Li could be Use Yi, Not Li (yong yi bu li) ; we could follow the 
lead of the Taijiquan Jing  or Zheng and phrase this point, Separate Empty and Full, as Separate 
Empty and Full Clearly (xu shi fen qing ); and at that point, the scholar would come up with a 
way to expand Song Yao  to four characters. 
 
In addition, the first line in Chengfu’s commentary on this point states that this point is the 
“primary essential” for taijiquan. As such, number four in a list of ten is a very strange place for 
it. The “primary essential” really ought to be first in the list, or if there was some reason not to do 
that, it should be the last, either of the whole list or of this first section of five. Fourth is just not a 
place that a scholar would put the “primary essential”. 
 
Chen Weiming, as someone with a scholarly education, would have changed the list to avoid 
these issues. Yang Chengfu ordered his list and named the essentials according to other 
priorities. There could be some traditional order that Chengfu was just transmitting. It could be 
that he was working down from head to toe in these points -- that order works for the first four, 
although the fifth point, Sink Shoulder, Drop Elbow , would be a bit out of place. Perhaps there’s 
some rationale regarding internal development that determines the order. Nonetheless, it seems 
that these formatting details suggest that Chen Weiming’s role was of scribe and not creator, at 
least as far as the points themselves go. 
 
Specific Notes 

● “your turning will be light and agile”:   “light and agile” is qing ling , the desirable qualities 
contrasted to heavy and stagnant (重滞 zhong zhi ) in the next phrase.  

● “Easily influenced”:  influenced is qian , to be led of influenced. In Zheng Manqing’s 
discussion on the principle of four ounces controlling a thousand pounds, Zheng 
describes qian  as the key technique. (Zheng’s 13th Treatise)  

● “Stance will be unstable” : stance is 自立, zili . Literally “self-standing” meaning to stand 
on one’s own feet, to be independent, and self-reliant, also, of course, referencing a 
physical posture or stance. 

 

http://www.rockymountaintaichi.com/zheng-manqing-13-treatises
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五。沉肩坠肘  
5: Sink Shoulder, Drop Elbow 
沉肩者， 
肩松开下垂也。 
Sink (chen)  the shoulder means  
the shoulder loosens, opens, and hangs down 
 
若不能松垂， 
两肩端起， 
则气亦随之而上， 
全身皆不得力矣。 
Without the skill of song  and hanging, 
both shoulders will rise 
and subsequently the qi  will also go up. 
(when this happens) the whole body cannot achieve power. 
 
坠肘者， 
肘往下松垂之意， 
Drop (zhui ) the elbow means 
the elbow goes down with the yi  of song  and hanging (chui) . 
 
肘若悬起， 
则肩不能沉， 
放人不远， 
近于外家之断劲矣。 
If the elbow is suspended and rising, 
then the shoulder is not able to sink  
and your discharge (fang)  will not send someone far. 
(Your discharge) is then almost the same as the broken jin  of the external arts. 
 

Discussion 
This point concludes the first five points that focus primarily on physical attributes and skills. It 
appears relatively straightforward, telling us to sink the shoulders and drop the elbows. Failing 
to do so, Chengfu’s commentary tells us we’ll both be unable to sink the qi  and to discharge 
opponents. 
 
The instruction for the shoulder, 沉 chen,  is the same action as for sinking the qi  to the dantian. 
Chen  means to sink, lower, make something deep. The instruction for the elbow is 坠 zhui  which 
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means to fall, drop, or hang. These two instructions seem almost the same. So, why distinguish 
them? 
 
In my practice, I make a distinction in the direction: sinking implies heading down “towards” the 
ground, dropping implies moving “away” from something. The shoulders are always sinking 
towards the ground; the elbows are always dropping, usually hanging away from the shoulder, 
sometimes hanging away from the hand, e.g in White Crane Spreads Wings. The sinking of the 
shoulders keeps them from rising, which in turn keeps the body from lifting and the qi  from 
coming up. The dropping of the elbows lengthens the upper arms as they hang away from the 
shoulders. This makes the elbows independent of the shoulder and body and keeps an 
opponent from grasping and controlling your body through your elbow. 
 
The word 垂 chui  that I’ve translated as hanging is another almost-synonym. It means to hang 
down, droop, or let fall. Chui  is applied to both shoulders and elbows in the commentary, usually 
together with the instruction to song  or relax and loosen. 
 
One of the results of failing to sink the shoulders and drop the elbows is the inability to fang 
(discharge) the opponent. Fang  is a skill closely related to fajin  or releasing jin  (power). Fajin 
describes a skill that is present in many arts, both internal and external. Per personal instruction, 
taijiquan’s fajin  ideally contains the skill of ti-fang , lifting and releasing, rather than simply being 
a sudden issuing of power. The opponent is lifted, losing connection with ground and the 
opponent’s own power, and then easily “released” as you issue your own power. As a result, the 
opponent is either thrown far or receives the release directly into his body.  
 
In the Taijiquan Classics, the Mental Elucidation of the Thirteen Postures describes the 
relationship between fajin  and fang  saying 

發勁如放箭  
Fajin  is like releasing (fang ) an arrow 

And 
收卽是放 
to gather is to release (fang ) 

 
A number of times in the commentary to these points, Chengfu makes a distinction between the 
“internal family”, 內家nei jia , and the external family, 外家 wei jia.  These two “families” represent 
what we now call “internal martial arts” and “external martial arts”. There are many arguments 
about what exactly, if anything, defines the difference between internal arts and external arts 
with some arguing that at their highest levels, the practices converge (“many roads to the same 
mountain top”). In my experience, I have found that the high-level people I’ve touched from the 
internal and external arts feel very different. Similarly, when I look at the mountains outside my 
window, I see that each peak has its own set of trails heading up to it. Of course, you could 
climb one peak and then head down and climb another peak and thus, on your journey, the trail 
up the first peak would have been just part of the trail up the second peak. But, it does appear to 
me, at my level, that there fundamental distinctions among the arts. 
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Some describe the distinctions in terms of pre-heaven and post-heaven abilities: external arts 
improve our skills and abilities that we develop in the normal course of life such as speed and 
strength; internal arts focus on developing innate and primordial qualities such as perception 
and awareness. Some distinguish based on whether development is aimed internally at energy 
and awareness or externally at the body and its power. Some try to define internal arts as being 
native to China and external arts as being imported: a key part of this argument is to associate 
external arts with the Shaolin temple and Buddhism, which came to China from India, and 
internal arts with Wudang mountain and Daoism, which originated inside China. 
 
Chengfu is consistently dismissive of the “external family” of arts in his commentary, implying 
that they are simple for a taijiquan adept to deal with. In this example, he refers to the “broken 
jin ”, 断劲 duan jin  of the external arts. Duan  is to break, snap, cut off, split, or crack. It is not a 
desirable quality for one’s power.  
 
In the Taijiquan Jing , attributed to Zhang Sanfeng, you break the opponent’s connection to 
ground prior to pushing: 

若將物掀起，而加以挫之力 
斯其根自斷，乃攘之速，而無疑 
To uproot (the opponent),  use a force of cuo  (pushing down to change direction) 

Then the root is broken (duan ) and the other is quickly toppled, without a doubt. 
 
Davis, in her translation of the Classics, notes 

Yang Chengfu  explains “shake him like a rootless tree and destabilize his balance, then 4

he will certainly fall over naturally”.  Zheng Manqing describes it as the “power that 
comes by first pulling and then pushing, meaning that your first give way before you 
attain it. It is similar to squatting first to get the power to jump.” In Chinese calligraphy, 
the term cuo  describes a similar “breaking energy or action” done by pressing downward 
slightly before this shifting the direction of stroke or lifting the brush. 
 

Sometimes, inevitably one’s jin  will be broken. In that case, the Mental Elucidation of the 
Thirteen Postures  tells us to be sure to keep our awareness continuous and unbroken: 

勁斷意不斷 
(Even if) the jin  is broken (duan ), the yi  is not broken. 

 
In any case, broken jin  is not something we aspire to. And if you exhibit the broken jin  of the 
external family of martial arts, Chengfu advises us to work more on sinking the shoulders and 
dropping the elbows. 

  
4 Davis has a misprint here. She actually attributes this to Yang Luchan, but quotes one of Yang Chengfu’s 
books. I suspect the error was made sometime during editorial production and is not Davis’s. 
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六。用意不用力  
6: Use Yi , don’t use Li 
太极拳论云：此全是用意不用力。 
The taijiquan treatise says: “the entirety of what is correct is to use yi  and not use li”. 
 
练太极拳全身松开， 
When practicing taijiquan, the whole body must be songkai  (relaxed and open). 
 
不便有分毫之拙劲， 
以留滞于筋骨血脉之间以自缚束， 
然后能轻灵变化,  
圆转自如。 
It is wrong to have even an iota of clumsy jin  (zhuo jin) 
Which will bind the sinews, bones, and blood vessels together like a sheaf, causing them to be 
stagnant. 
(If the body is songkai ), then you will get the skills of qing ling, bian hua ( changing and 
transforming) 
Yuan  (roundness)  and turning smoothly. 
 
或疑不用力何以能长力？ 
盖人身之有经络， 
如地之有沟壑， 
Some question how not using li  can help increase power (li ). 
The human body is covered by the meridians (jingluo) 
Just like the earth has ditches and gullies. 
 
沟壑不塞而本行， 
经络不闭则气通。 
That ditches and gullies are not filled in is the basis for circulation (of water in the ditches). 
Similarly, if the jingluo  are not obstructed, then the qi  can pass through them. 
 
如浑身僵劲满经络， 
气血停滞， 
转动不灵， 
牵一发而全身动矣。 
If the whole body has stiff jin  and the jingluo  are clogged (stuffed) 
then the qi and blood will be stagnant and blocked, 
the turning will not be ling, 
(you can be) lead (qian)  and with one fa , the whole body is moved. 
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若不用力而用意， 
意之所至， 
气即至焉， 
If you don’t use li  and use yi, 
When the yi  reaches a place, 
The qi  also arrives at that place. 
 
如是气血流注， 
日日贯输， 
周流全身， 
无时停滞。 
In this way (using yi  not li ), the qi  and blood circulate and flow continuously 
Day by day, threading everywhere and transporting 
Circulating throughout the whole body 
At no time stagnating. 
 
久久练习， 
则得真正内劲， 
After practicing (this way) for a long time, 
then you will achieve the true and correct nei jin.  
 
即太极拳论中所云： 
‘极柔软，然后极坚刚’也。 
The taijiquan treatise describes this exactly saying 
“Extreme of soft results in the extreme of hard and firm”. 
 
太极拳功夫纯熟之人， 
臂膊如绵裹铁， 
分量极沉； 
A person who is skilled with taijiquan gongfu 
has arms like cotton wrapped around iron, 
with extreme heaviness (zhong ) and sinking (chen) . 
 
练外家拳者， 
用力则显有力， 
不用力时， 
則甚輕浮。 
可见其力乃外劲浮面之劲也。 
Those who practice the external arts, 
When they use li,  they are obviously powerful; 
When they don’t use li , they are very light (qing ) and floating (fu ). 
Their li  is obvious, it is only external jin,  jin  floating on the surface. 
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不用意而用力， 
最易引动， 
不足尚也。 
Not using yi  and using li 
Makes it every easy to lead their movement, 
And is nothing to esteem. 
 

Discussion 
Point six, Use Yi, Don’t Use Li , opens the second section of Yang Chengfu’s essential points. 
The first section primarily concerned external attributes and skills; the second section covers 
more esoteric attributes and skills. It opens with one of the defining characteristics of taijiquan: 
using awareness and attention instead of force and strength. 
 
The commentary has three parts. The first references the Classics with something that is not 
quite a quote, instructs us to make the entire body relaxed and open, and then contrasts relax 
and open with clumsiness and stagnation in a pair of couplets. The second part works a lengthy 
analogy between the meridians and irrigation ditches, emphasizing the need to dredge and 
keep both open in order to enable the flow of water and qi . Finally, the commentary wraps up 
with comparing the superior skills of a taijiquan practitioner to the skills of one who practices 
external arts which are “nothing to esteem”. 
 
As I work through this commentary, I strongly suspect that the first section (contrasting 
relaxation and openness to clumsiness and stagnation) and the third section (contrasting 
taijiquan skills to those of the external arts) are from Chengfu with the second section added by 
Chen Weiming.  This is the only mention of the jingluo  (meridians) in the commentary, and 
irrigation metaphors were a favorite of scholars. By using these metaphors, scholars harked 
back to the legendary Emperor Yu who supposedly founded the Xia dynasty in prehistory and 
was renowned for creating the first irrigation system. Maintenance of irrigation systems was 
critical both for growing crops and for enabling transportation throughout the history of Imperial 
China.  
 
Especially in the western US, we tend to think of gullies and ravines as natural features, caused 
by intermittent and sudden rainfall in mountainous areas creating the gullies and ravines 
through erosion.  The northern plain of China, where Chinese civilization was born, is incredibly 
flat: for hundreds of miles, the major rivers barely flow downhill at all: at points, the drop is just 4 
or 5 inches over a mile.  In addition, these rivers flow out of the Tibetan plateau and have a 
created an enormous alluvial plain that defines northern China. Deposits of soft dirt are up to 
250 feet deep in places. 
 
This creates a unique situation. Prior to significant irrigation engineering, the northern plain of 
China was basically an enormous swamp with rivers spreading out and meandering across the 
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plain. Engineering to produce a huge network of irrigation ditches and to attempt to control the 
course of the rivers has been an effort spanning all of recorded Chinese history. Even with 
irrigation systems in place, constant maintenance is need to keep those systems from filling with 
silt and becoming unusable. Gullies and ditches are features of irrigation systems, rather than 
natural features created by erosion. 
 
Legendary Emperor Yu is known for creating the first irrigation ditches; creation and 
maintenance of irrigation systems was central to the founding of the Qin, the first imperial 
dynasty; and revitalizing irrigation maintenance was one of the first acts of the rulers when a 
new dynasty came into power. In addition to being critical for agriculture, the irrigation network 
was also central to transportation and trade.  
 
Irrigation has thus been central to China’s economy and political structure. It has also served as 
a fundamental image for the body. As Chinese medicine began to be codified in the Han 
dynasty (206BCE - 220 CE), irrigation imagery formed the basis for the model of organs and 
connecting meridians. Paul Unschuld, in his authoritative historical study Medicine in China, A 
History of Ideas  writes, concerning the organs and meridians: 
 

A literal translation [for zang  and fu  organs] indicates that the organism was composed 
of “storage facilities” or “depots” (zang  organs) and “grain collection centers” or “palaces” 
(fu  organs). These “depots” and “palaces” ... were lined by a system of conduits or 
transportation channels which were designated with terms such as jing  and luo ...  The 
term jing  designates the main transportation channels which form an ongoing link 
between the six depots and six palaces.... The term luo  is used to designate conduits 
linking the manor transportation channels with each other, thus creating a complex 
network... 
 
The concept of the transportation channels or conduits reflects a transfer of an 
understanding of the vital importance of waterways to the state to a conception of the 
vital importance of the flow through the organism to the human individual ... To open 
clogged waterways, to drain floodings, to irrigate the soil were among the most important 
responsibilities of the government to ensure richness of the land and abundance of its 
products. 
 
In the context of irrigation and water control, we find many of the terms used in the 
Huang di nei jing  [a primary original source in Chinese medicine from the 2nd century 
BCE] to designate the system of transportation channels within the organism including 
“gully”, “ditch” [and more]. The term jing , designating the twelve major transportation 
channels, directly refers to the large rivers (jing shui ) running from the mountains through 
the country into the ocean, while the term luo , designating the network ducts in between 
the major channels reflects the gutters designed to drain a city’s waters into the larger 
rivers passing nearby. 
(minor edits to update Chinese terms to pinyin) 
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Unschuld goes on to quote the 3rd century BCE confucian work Lushi Chunqiu  saying 

Flowing water and a door hinge do not rot because of their constant movement. The 
relationship between form and qi  is the same: if the form does not move, the vital 
essence (jing ) does not flow; if the essence does not flow, the qi  will stagnate. 
(Unschuld’s translation with minor edits for terminology) 
 

The middle section of the commentary fits exactly into this context. The network of meridians, 
called jingluo , is as described above. Today, the usual literal translation for jingluo  is given as 
woven network or web, with a subsequent explanation that it refers to the meridians. Unschuld 
reveals the original references to water channels. The mentions of ditches and gullies and the 
notion of clearing the transportation conduits so that qi  can flow without interruption form a 
metaphoric continuity with the images from the Han dynasty. Whether this part of the 
commentary was developed by the scholar Chen Weiming or was actually verbal transmission 
from Yang Chengfu isn’t particularly important. What is striking about this passage is the way it 
fits instruction for martial arts into the larger Chinese political, economic, and medical narrative. 
 
Returning to the first and third sections of the commentary, we note that they would flow 
together perfectly if we simply removed the middle section. And the resulting commentary is 
much more similar to the commentary on the other points without the irrigation analogy:  
 

The taijiquan treatise says: “the entirety of what is correct is to use yi  and not use li”. 
 
When practicing taijiquan, the whole body must be songkai  (relaxed and open). 
It is wrong to have even an iota of clumsy jin  (zhuo jin) 
Which will bind the sinews, bones, and blood vessels together like a sheaf, causing them 
to be stagnant. 
(If the body is songkai ), then you will get the skills of qing ling, bian hua ( changing and 
transforming) 
Yuan  (roundness)  and turning smoothly. 
 
After practicing (this way) for a long time, 
then you will achieve the true and correct nei jin.  
 
The taijiquan treatise describes this exactly saying 
“Extreme of soft results in the extreme of hard and firm”. 
 
A person who is skilled with taijiquan gongfu 
has arms like cotton wrapped around iron, 
with extreme heaviness (zhong ) and sinking (chen) . 
 
Those who practice the external arts, 
When they use li,  they are obviously powerful; 
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When they don’t use li , they are very light (qing ) and floating (fu ). 
Their li  is obvious, it is only external jin,  jin  floating on the surface. 
 
Not using yi  and using li 
Makes it every easy to lead their movement, 
And is nothing to esteem. 

 
This commentary starts with what purports to be a quote from the Taijiquan Classics, “the 
entirety of what is correct is to use yi  and not use li ”. I’m not able to find this quote in the 
classics, although it resembles several passages. It’s just not close enough to any of them for 
me to settle on the specific passage it’s supposed to be a quote from. 
 
Chengfu then contrasts having the body be songkai  (relaxed or released and open) with using 
zhou jin  (clumsy or awkward jin ). Clumsy jin causes all the major components of the body to be 
bound together the way that harvested grain is bound in a bundle or sheaf. (For more 
discussion on the meaning of jin , translated as “sinews”  but also including the entire system of 5

connective tissue and muscles, see my notes on Zheng Manqing’s 11th Treatise.) If instead, the 
body is relaxed, released, and opened, four skills are developed: 

● Qing ling : lightness and agility. As we’ve seen, these terms appear throughout the 
commentary. They are also one of the pairs from the Yang Family Eight Words.  

● Bian hua:  changing and transformation. One of the key notions in taijiquan is to always 
remain changeable and responsive, as opposed to becoming stagnant in either body or 
mind. Bian hua  references this skill. Hua  is also the name for the skill of transformation 
or neutralization used to respond to an opponent’s force without resistance or opposition 
while gaining the advantage in the interaction. 
Bian hua  is described in the Yijing  (I Ching ) in the Xici  appendix as “Change and 
transformation (bian hua ) are images of advance and retreat”. Zhu Xi commented on this 
line saying 

The yielding changes and becomes firm; at the extreme (ji ) of its retreat it 
advances. The firm transforms and becomes yielding; at the extreme of its 
advance it retreats. Upon changing into the firm, then there is yang.  Upon 
transforming into the yielding, then there is yin .  
(Adler’s translation) 

● Yuan:  roundness. Yuan  is paired with huo  or liveliness in the Yang Family Eight Words.  
● Zuanzi:  turning smoothly. Literally, self-turning or self-rotating. 

 
After long practice and development of these skills, you will achieve the “true and correct nei 
jin ”. Nei jin  is the power (jin ) of the internal (nei ) arts. True and correct is zhen zheng.  Zhen  is a 
daoist term of art used to indicate pure, true, and authentic reality. The goal of personal 
transformation is to become a zhen ren  or authentic person by purifying the components of our 

5 Jin  筋, here translated as sinews , should not be confused with jin  勁 referencing internal 
power. 

 

http://www.rockymountaintaichi.com/zheng-manqing-13-treatises
http://www.rockymountaintaichi.com/8wordformula
http://www.rockymountaintaichi.com/8wordformula
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being to return them to their original, true, and authentic states. Zheng  means orthodox, correct, 
upright. It’s used to indicate correctness of posture, upright bearing, etc. Ben Lo’s fourth 
principle, Body Upright,  references Zheng. 
 
Chengfu then quotes the Mental Elucidation  saying 

极柔软，然后极坚刚 
Extreme of softness; then extreme of hardness 
 

“Extreme” here and in the following lines  is ji , the same word as in taijiquan , referencing the 
roof beam or pole and indicating a furthest extent. Soft is 柔软 (rouruan ): soft or lithe. Hardness 
(hard and firm) is 坚刚 jiangang . 坚 (jian ) is hard and solid; 刚 (gang ) is firm and strong. Rouruan 
and jiangang  form another pair of polar opposites. 
 
Finally, Chengfu has a pair of contrasting verses. The skilled taijiquan practitioner has arms of 
cotton wrapping iron and exhibits the skills of heaviness and sinking. The practitioner of an 
external art uses energy in obvious ways and exhibits lightness and floating.  The power of an 
external practitioner is merely superficial, floating and riding on his surface, as opposed to the 
deeper internal power of the taijiquan practitioner. Such superficial power is nothing to esteem 
and should be easy for a taijiquan practitioner to handle. 
 
Relating to this point, we’ve been taught to keep an opponent’s incoming force superficial, 
floating on my own surface and not connecting to me. Similarly, when I intend to issue force, I 
need to make sure it actually connects to the other: to their frame as a whole to push them 
away, to an individual limb or part of the body to cause stuckness or destroy the integrity of their 
shape, or penetrating inside the other’s body. 
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七。上下相随  
7: Upper and Lower Mutually Follow 
上下相随者， 
即太极拳论中所云： 
其根在脚，发于腿， 
主宰于腰，形于手指， 
由脚而腿而腰， 
总须完整一气也。 
Upper and lower mutually follow means 
What the heart of the Taijiquan Treatise describes as: 
“Its root is in the feet, fa  (issuing) in the legs, 
governed by the yao,  expression in the fingers” 
And “from feet to legs to waist (yao ), 
Everywhere must always be integrated via a single qi ”. 
 
手动、腰动、足动、 
眼神亦随之动， 
如是方可谓之上币相随。 
The hand moves, the yao  moves, the foot moves 
the shen  in the eyes also follows the movement; 
thus aligning with this principle is called “mutually following”. 
 
有一不动， 
即散乱也。 
If even one part doesn’t move, 
then you become disordered. 

Discussion 
This is the first of three points that describe a “mutual” relationship: upper and lower mutually 
following, internal and external mutually harmonizing, (all parts) mutually linked without gaps. 
Mutual here is 相 xiang , meaning mutually, towards each other, reciprocal, together. And these 
points touch on integration across the entire movement, body, and mind rather than focusing on 
a single area like the headtop, shoulders, or waist. 
 
Follow is 随 sui  and it is one of the four famous characteristics of taijiquan skill described in the 
Pushing Hands Song  from the classics : 6

 

6 There is considerable textual variation in this line. I’ve used the version from Chen Weiming’s 
rendition of the classics via Barb Davis. 
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粘連黏隨不丢頂 
Stick, Adhere, Connect, Follow (sui ), Not butting or disconnecting. 

 
The two quotes in the commentary are both from the Taijiquan Jing , attributed to Zhang 
Sanfeng. The first was already alluded to above in the commentary on point 3, Song Yao . In this 
case, I think the quote, “root in the feet, issuing in the legs, direction in the yao , 
form/expression/shape in the hands”, is describing how the mutual following plays out. The 
progression from feet to hands shows how movement and energy moves throughout the body. 
Beginners start by taking the “will” out of their hands so the hands simply follow the action in the 
legs. As more skill is developed, the rest of the body, feet, legs and yao , follow the needs of the 
moment, acting at the right time in order to make the specific required shape and form manifest 
in the hands. 
 
Similarly, the “spirit in the eyes” also participates in this mutual following. As a beginner, the 
gaze and eyes simply follow the motion of the body. As more skill is developed, the shen 
manifests in the gaze and the motion follows the need and direction indicated in the moment by 
one’s spirit. 
 
The second quote was also referenced in point 3: 

From the feet to the legs and then the yao,  
Everything must always be integrated via a single qi 
Then stepping forward or back, you gain the opportunity and attain the advantage.  
Not gaining the opportunity and gaining the advantage, 
The body becomes disordered. 
Seek the error in the yao  and legs. 
 

Here, in point 7, Chengfu associates the integration of the entire body via a single qi  with mutual 
following. And emphasizes that if even one part of the body does not move and is not engaged 
in mutual following, then the body will become disordered. 
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八。内外相合  
8: Inner and Outer Mutually Harmonize 
 
太极拳所练在神， 
故云：‘神为主帅，身为驱使’。 
Taijiquan practice depends on shen. 
Therefore (we have the) saying: “shen  acts as the commander, body acts as the ordered-about” 
 
精神能提得起， 
自然举动轻灵。 
The first step is to achieve the skill of raising the jingshen 
Then your movement will naturally (ziran ) be qing ling. 
 
架子不外虚实开合， 
The whole form is nothing more than empty and full, open (kai ) and close (he ). 
 
年谓开者， 
不但手足开， 
心意亦与之俱开， 
Any time we speak of opening, 
not only does the body (hands and feet) open, 
the xin  and yi  are also part of the complete opening. 
 
所谓合者， 
不但手足合， 
心意与之俱合， 
Speaking of closing, 
not only does the body close, 
the xin  and yi  are also part of the complete closing. 
 
能内外合为一气， 
则浑然无间矣。 
The skill of “harmonizing inner and outer” enables one qi , 
then you can be absolutely without gaps! 
 

Discussion 
 
合 He  is one of those words that exposes our limitations in translation. It covers a wide range of 
meanings: harmonize, unify, close, shut, combine, join, be together (including sex). As always, 
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it’s tempting to decide that in one context, he  means harmonize or unify and in another, it 
means close, wondering why the Chinese would use one word for such disparate notions. 
Instead, even as I’ve translated he  sometimes as harmonize or unify and other times as close, I 
try to expand my understanding to see this as a single, unified cluster of meaning, rather than a 
set of confusingly combined disparate meanings. 
 
Harmony and unification is a primary aesthetic value in Chinese thought closely tied to the 
notions of correlation and systematic correspondence. When all things come together 
harmoniously, then we know we are with the Dao  in the moment. The coming together can be of 
the parts of the body and mind as in this passage, the ingredients for a meal harmonizing in the 
pot and on the plate, the organs and energies of the body harmonizing in a state of health, the 
members of a family living in harmonious relationship, and the citizens and rulers of a state 
fulfilling their roles harmoniously.  
 
The opening passage of the Zhongyong  includes the following 

Pleasure and anger, sorrow and joy: before they emerge they are called centered  (中 
zhong) ; emerging by the proper rhythms they are called harmonious . Centered: this is 7

the great root of the world. Harmonious: this is the ultimate Dao of the world. Reaching 
centered harmony, heaven and earth take their proper places and the things of the world 
are nurtured thereby. 
(Eno translation) 

 
He  together with kai  forms a polar pair. Used with a door or gate, kai  and he  refer to opening or 
closing. Referring to an assembly, such as the body or a martial relationship with a partner, kai 
and he  mean to separate or unify, to become disparate or to join together. Kai  and He  can also 
mean opening expansion vs. closing focus and concentration. In the commentary, the actions of 
the body and mind are described as unified in opening and closing, expanding and focusing. 
 
Finally, harmony and unification is used in the famous Six Harmonies (六合 liu he ) formula (we 
could also translate this as the Six Unifications): 

 
Six Harmonies: Three External, Three Internal 
 
Three external: 

Shoulder and Hip Harmonize 
Elbow and Knee Harmonize 
Hand and Foot Harmonize 

 
 
 

7 He  合 often appears as part of the compound 和合 hehe  (the ‘e’s are pronounced ‘uh’), which emphasizes 
the meaning of harmony. Either term, 和 or 合 implies harmony by itself and each term implicitly references 
the other. The Zhongyong  passage uses the first word for harmony, 和, but equally applies to 合. 
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Three internal: 
Xin  and Yi  Harmonize  8

Yi  and Qi  Harmonize 
Qi  and Jin  Harmonize 

 
A number of the themes from the Six Harmonies are present in Chengfu’s commentary, notably 
the focus on internal and external. 
 
Chengfu points us to the importance of the spirit in harmonizing inner and outer. He quotes an 
oral saying, “shen  is commander, body is that-commanded” and emphasizes the skill of raising 
the jingshen , spirit of vitality or essence and spirit. This skill was also referenced in the first point 
where Chengfu notes that raising the jingshen  requires xu ling ding jin.  Here, raising jingshen 
enables movement that aligns with the moment in natural ease (ziran ) and that is light and agile 
(qing ling)  in yet another reference to the desirable attribute qing ling . 
 

 

  

8 This harmony is sometimes phrased as Shen  and Yi . Shen  (spirit) and xin  (heart-mind) are closely related 
concepts. The home of the shen  is the heart (xin ). (Maciocia) Depending on transmission, the goal of yang 
taijiquan is sometimes described as unifying or harmonizing shen , yi , and qi. 
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九，相连不断  
9: Mutually Linked Without Gaps 
 
外家拳术， 
其劲乃后天之拙劲， 
故有起有止， 
有线有断， 
The external family martial arts 
Their jin is the clumsy jin of post-heaven (huotian , acquired in life) 
Because they have starts and stops 
Because they have continuity and gaps  
 
旧力已尽， 
新力未生， 
此时最易为人所乘， 
An old li  ends at its greatest extent, 
And a new li  has not yet been born. 
At this moment, it is most easy to take advantage of (the opponent’s) situation. 
 
太极拳用意不用力， 
自始至终， 
连绵不断， 
周而复始， 
循环无穷。 
In taijiquan, use yi,  don’t use li: 
From beginning to end, 
Continuous and without gaps, 
Cycling round and round, 
Circulating endlessly. 
 
原论所谓；‘如长江大河，滔滔不绝’， 
又曰：‘运劲如抽丝’， 
The original treatise says: 
“like Changjiang River and Big River, 
torrentially surging without end”, 
(The treatise) also says: “Transport jin  like pulling silk”. 
 
皆言其贯串一气也。 
Each and every word is about being strung together with one qi ! 
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Discussion 
This point concludes the series of points on mutual relationships. I’ve translated the point as 
“mutually linked without gaps” to make that parallelism obvious. The point could also be 
translated as  “linked together without gaps” or “joined continuously”, either of which might flow 
better in english but wouldn’t expose the parallels with the previous points. 
 
“Without gaps” is 不断 bùduàn:  no breaks, unceasing, uninterrupted, continuous. Duan  is the 
same work for break or gap discussed above in point 5, Sink Shoulders, Drop Elbows. Here, it 
references a break or gap in movement and awareness.  We train to detect these gaps in the 
opponent: these serve as opportunities. And as the Taijiquan Jing  has instructed us, if we can 
have a single unified qi , then we are able to attain those opportunities and thus attain the 
advantage. 
 
Chengfu describes the cause of such gaps in practitioners of external arts: starts and stops, 
exhaustion of one movement’s power before another movement begins. And he contrasts that 
to taijiquan, which uses awareness rather than strength, and thus exhibits unbroken continuity 
strung together by a single qi . 
 
The two quotes are from the Taijiquan Classics. The first is from the Taijiquan Jing  where it 
describes taijiquan (called changquan  or “long boxing” in the text) as being “like Changjiang 
River and Big River, torrentially surging without end”. (Changjiang  is the name of what we call 
the Yangtze River.) 
 
The second quote is from the Mental Elucidation  and is part of a couplet: 

邁步如貓行。 
運勁如抽絲。 
Take steps like a cat moves 
Transport jin  like pulling silk. 

 
The commentary ends with the image of the body unified by one qi  strung together (贯串

guanchuan)  using the image of a string of coins and harkening back to the first line of the 
Taijiquan Jing : ‘In every motion, the entire body must be qingling  and most essential, strung 
together (guanchuan )”. 
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十。动中求静  
10: Move Center, Seek Stillness 
 
外家拳术， 
以跳掷为能， 
用尽气力， 
故练习之后， 
无不喘气者， 
(Those who practice) external family martial arts 
aim for skill in jumping and throwing 
They use up their qi  and li 
As a result, after practice, 
they always have to catch their breath. 
 
太极拳以静御动， 
虽动犹静， 
故练架子愈慢愈好。 
Taijiquan uses stillness (jing ) to control movement, 
in movement, just like stillness. 
Thus, in practicing the form, the more slow (man) , the better. 
 
使则呼吸深长， 
气沉丹田， 
自无血脉愤张之弊。 
Make your breathing profound, 
Sink the qi  to the dantian , 
Naturally, there is no harm to the blood vessels or circulation from exaggerated emotional 
reactions (such as anger and resentment). 
 
学者细心体会， 
庶可得其意焉。 
Serious students with attentive (xi ) awareness will realize 
the significance of achieving this. 
 
注：（杨澄浦口述，陈微明笔录） 
Note: Oral Teaching from Yang Chengfu; Recorded by Chen Weiming.   9

9 This is the final note in the received text, where Chen Weiming attributes the content to Yang Chengfu and 
describes himself as simply the scribe. 
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Discussion 
This tenth point concludes Yang Chengu’s list of the essential principles for practice of taijiquan. 
As befits a discussion of the art of balanced non-duality, this last point is built around another of 
the classic polar pairs: 动 dong , movement or activity, and 静 jing  quiescence or stillness. All 
Chinese bodymind practices are positioned along the continuum of dong -jing:  active practices 
such as most martial arts, active qigong, and typical exercise lie at the dong  end; contemplative 
practices such as sitting meditation lie at the jing  end. In this point, Chengfu describes taijiquan 
as an art that unifies and encompasses the range of dong-jing . 
 
This is the only point that discusses the breath (呼吸 hūxī , breathing or respiration). In fact, 
explicit discussions of breath in taijiquan literature are rare: there’s lots of writing on qi , but very 
little on the breath itself. And even this note primarily criticizes external practitioners for getting 
out of breath. 
 
Zheng Manqing recorded oral teaching about the breath, lists four secret words informing our 
breath: 

细長静慢 
Xi chang jing man 
Fine long quiet slow 

 
Three out of four of these words are included in Chengfu’s commentary: 

● 细 xi  is thin or fine, like silk threads. It is used here in 细心 xi xin,  fine mind or attentive 
awareness, the quality that serious students should have.  

● 長 chang  is long or expansive in either space or time. It’s the only breath word that 
doesn’t appear. 

● 静 jing  is calm, quiet, still and is the polar pair with dong,  movement or activity.  
● 慢 man  is slow or at ease. Chengfu tells us to practice the form as slowly as possible to 

use stillness (jing ) to control movement. Man  breath is also the exact opposite of the 
panting and getting out of breath produced by practice of external arts. 

 
The Ten Essentials begin with a reference to Neo-Confucian ideas of pure numinous awareness 
that directly apprehends reality without preconceptions and end with a unifying of active and 
quiet practices, movement and meditation. They are really a remarkable list: containing concrete 
and specific guidance for physical posture and martial arts practice together with metaphysical 
and cosmological references. I offer this translation to my fellow practitioners, serious students 
with attentive awareness! 

 

http://www.rockymountaintaichi.com/4-breath-words
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References  and Further Reading 
 
As I worked through this translation, I found it led me to a vast variety of other sources. I’ve 
shared some of those sources, as references, and more importantly as pointers to others who 
want to dive deeper into related reading. 
 

Chinese Texts 
 
I received the Chinese text of the Ten Essentials  directly from a teacher and colleague. That 
text uses modern simplified characters, includes significant punctuation that is not present in 
Chen Weiming’s original, and had a number of typos. I’ve tried to fix the typos in the version I’ve 
presented. The Chinese text is available on a number of Chinese websites, with the usual mix of 
copyright violations and errors. 
 
Other Chinese texts, e.g. for the Classics, come from the photoscans at the back of Davis’s 
translation of the classics, from Paul Brennan’s work, and from Douglas Wile’s translations. 
 
Davis’s translation of the Classics is the best available: she provides valuable background detail 
and discussion and also translates Chen Weiming’s commentary on the Classics.  I greatly 
appreciate Brennan’s work in making the original texts available: I sometimes have 
disagreements, major and minor, with his translations, but the sheer volume of his work and his 
generosity in making the source texts available is to be lauded. Douglas Wile provided some of 
the very first translations of taijiquan texts. Even more valuable than his translation work is his 
investigations into the social and political context in which the arts and their theoretical 
underpinnings were developed. In particular, the work Wile did in his Lost Classics  is invaluable 
and should be a mainstay for “serious students with attentive awareness”. 
 
See: 

● Davis, Barbara, ed. The Taijiquan Classics . North Atlantic Books. 2004. 
● Classics via Brennan: contained in 

https://brennantranslation.wordpress.com/2013/05/25/the-taiji-classics/ . Note this also 
includes the note from Li Yiyu, nephew of one of the Wu brothers, describing the 
relationship between Yang Luchan, founder of the art, and the Wu’s, and distancing the 
Wu’s from their teacher: 

 

https://brennantranslation.wordpress.com/2013/05/25/the-taiji-classics/
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A certain Yang, from our township of Nanguan, admired it and went to study it 
with a single-minded devotion for more than ten years, becoming extremely 
skillful. After returning home, he showed it to all those who would appreciate it. 
 My uncle on my mother’s side, Wu Yuxiang, saw it and adored it, and 
constantly tried his luck against it, but Yang was not willing to teach just anyone, 
and so uncle could only get its general idea. 
(Brennan translation)  

● 40 Chapters  via Brennan: contained in 
https://brennantranslation.wordpress.com/2013/09/14/explaining-taiji-principles-taiji-fa-sh
uo/ . He also includes a photoscan of two versions of the  manuscript passed down in 
the family. 

● Wile, Douglas. Lost T’ai-chi Classics from the Late Ch’ing Dynasty.  SUNY Press. 1996. 
 

Xu Ling Ding Jin  and the Neo-Confucians 
 
Louis Swaim has produced a number of fine translations. And he’s blazed trails in finding 
connections between taijiquan literature and other classical Chinese philosophy. In addition to 
his formally published works, I’ve made use of personal communications and his occasional 
posts to the Yang Family discussion forum hosted by the Yang Family Association with North 
American branch in Seattle (http://www.yangfamilytaichi.com/phpBB3/index.php). Swaim 
pointed me to Adler’s work which I’ve found really valuable in chasing down Neo-Confucian 
influences on taijiquan theory. Swaim also pointed me to Roger Ames and his work to both 
position Chinese thought in a global context and to take Chinese philosophy seriously on its 
own terms rather than trying to fit into our western frameworks. Ames, in his work Confucian 
Role Ethics,  really helped open up Confucian and Neo-Confucian thought to me. His Daodejing 
and Sunzi translations are also well worth spending time with. 
 
See: 

● Fu Zhongwen. Louis Swaim, trans. Mastering Yang Style Taijiquan.  North Atlantic 
Books. 1999. Swaim’s translation of the classics and discussion of xu ling ding jin  can be 
found in an appendix to this translation. 

● Adler, Joseph. “Varieties of Spiritual Experience: Shen  in Neo-Confucian Discourse”. 
Confucian Spirituality . Tu Wei-ming and Mary Evelyn Tucker, eds. Crossroad. New York. 
2004. Available online at: 
http://www2.kenyon.edu/Depts/Religion/Fac/Adler/Writings/Spirituality.htm. This article 
discusses xuling  and its role in Neo-Confucian thought.  

● Adler, Joseph. “Zhou Dunyi: The Metaphysics and Practice of Sagehood”. Sources of 
Chinese Tradition . Wm. Theodore de Bary and Irene Bloom, eds. Columbia Univ Press. 
1999. Available online at: 
http://www2.kenyon.edu/Depts/Religion/Fac/Adler/Writings/Chou.htm . This article 
includes a translation of Zhou’s writing on the taiji  diagram. 

 

https://brennantranslation.wordpress.com/2013/09/14/explaining-taiji-principles-taiji-fa-shuo/
https://brennantranslation.wordpress.com/2013/09/14/explaining-taiji-principles-taiji-fa-shuo/
http://www.yangfamilytaichi.com/phpBB3/index.php
http://www2.kenyon.edu/Depts/Religion/Fac/Adler/Writings/Spirituality.htm
http://www2.kenyon.edu/Depts/Religion/Fac/Adler/Writings/Chou.htm
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● Adler, Joseph. Reconstructing the Confucian Dao: Zhu Xi’s Appropriate of Zhou Dunyi . 
SUNY Press. 2014. 

● Ames, Roger. Confucian Role Ethics: A Vocabulary.  University of Hawaii Press. 2011. 
 

Chinese Medicine and Images of the Body 
Chinese medicine is a tricky field. In early 21st century western popular consciousness, it is 
highly valued with a growing number of practitioners and patients/consumers. It has a history 
spanning multiple millennia with a large number of internal contradictions over those millennia. 
As currently systematized, it is a formal construct created in China in the 1950s, differing 
significantly from Imperial Era medicine and heavily influenced by Western medicine and 
Chinese geopolitical strategies. 
 
Paul Unschold has produced the definitive history of Chinese medicine. His work is particularly 
useful for tracing its roots and connections to other strands of Chinese thought and practice. 
Bridie Andrews wrote a very readable overview of the systemization of Chinese medicine and its 
relationship to the changing Chinese political structures from the 1800s into the mid 1900s. 
Shigehisa Kuriyama provides a fascinating comparison of Western and Chinese approaches to 
medicine and understanding the body and health. 
 
See: 

● Unschold, Paul U. Medicine in China: A History of Ideas . 25th Anniversary Edition. Univ 
of California Press. 1985, 2010. 

● Andrews, Bridie. The Making of Modern Chinese Medicine, 1850 - 1960.  University of 
Hawaii Press. 2014. 

● Maciocia, Giovanni. The Foundations of Chinese Medicine: A Comprehensive Text. 
Elsevier Health Sciences. 2015.  

● Kuriyama, Shigehisa. The Expressiveness of the Body and the divergence of Greek and 
Chinese Medicine.  Zone Books. 2002. 
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Other References 
 

● For general overview and specific information on Daoism, see the Encyclopedia of 
Taoism: 
Pregadio, Fabrizio, ed. The Routledge Encyclopedia of Taoism.  Routledge. 2008. 

● Charles Muller has developed a great resource in the Digital Dictionary of Buddhism, 
providing a Chinese text index into a huge variety of Chinese Buddhist sources: 
http://www.buddhism-dict.net/ddb/ 

● Robert Eno of Indiana University translated the core Confucian classics and made those 
freely available. His translation of the Zhongyong  can be found at: 
http://www.indiana.edu/~p374/Daxue-Zhongyong.pdf . 

● Wolfe Lowenthal’s translation of Yang Chengfu’s first point is in his second book: 
Lowenthal, Wolfe. Gateway to the Miraculous . Frog Ltd. 1994. Lowenthal’s insights into 
correct practice of taijiquan and his anecdotes about studying with Zheng Manqing are 
well worth one’s time. His translation work is better thought of as interpretation and 
explanation than any kind of actual translation. 

 

http://www.buddhism-dict.net/ddb/
http://www.indiana.edu/~p374/Daxue-Zhongyong.pdf

